
1) Hank Abbott has an aquarium at home. There are 7 gold�sh in it.

He buys 4 angel�sh and puts them alongside the gold�sh. How

many �sh in all does the aquarium contain now?

Hank brings in 21 pink pebbles and 18 green pebbles to furnish

the base of the aquarium. How many pebbles are there altogether?

4)

Hank buys an aquarium plant for $3 and an aquarium ornament

for $15. How much does he spend in total on aquarium

accessories?

3)

Hank buys 6 clown�sh and adds them to the aquarium that

already has 17 �sh. How many �sh are in the aquarium now?

5)

Mr. Abbott gifted Hank 6 regal tangs for his birthday. If the

aquarium had 11 �sh in it already, how many �sh were there after

the birthday?

2)
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Answer key

1) Hank Abbott has an aquarium at home. There are 7 gold�sh in it.

He buys 4 angel�sh and puts them alongside the gold�sh. How

many �sh in all does the aquarium contain now?

Hank brings in 21 pink pebbles and 18 green pebbles to furnish

the base of the aquarium. How many pebbles are there altogether?

4)

Hank buys an aquarium plant for $3 and an aquarium ornament

for $15. How much does he spend in total on aquarium

accessories?

3)

Hank buys 6 clown�sh and adds them to the aquarium that

already has 17 �sh. How many �sh are in the aquarium now?

5)

Mr. Abbott gifted Hank 6 regal tangs for his birthday. If the

aquarium had 11 �sh in it already, how many �sh were there after

the birthday?

2)
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